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Outline 

• Background – why do we need a framework? 
 

• Case study – exploring a causal effect of teen smoking on educational 
achievement 
 

• The Treatment And Reporting of Missing data in Observational Studies 
(TARMOS) framework 
 

• Application 
 

• Discussion  



Background 

• Missing data are common in medical research 
• Guidance is available, but appears not to have connected with many 

analysts: missing data are still often not handled appropriately 
• Particularly problematic in observational research 
• Therefore, we propose a practical framework for the Treatment And 

Reporting of Missing data in Observational Studies (TARMOS) 
• Focus on multiple imputation (MI) because of its flexibility and 

practicality 
• Focus on the estimation of an exposure-outcome association 



Case Study: ALSPAC 

• The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children  
• Transgenerational prospective observational study 
• 14,541 women recruited initially (14,062 live births) with additional children enrolled 

subsequently 
 

• Is there a causal relationship between smoking at 14 years and educational 
attainment at 16 years?  

• 14,684 adolescents  
• Outcome: Educational attainment score obtained via linkage to the National Pupil 

Database  
• Exposure: current or non-smokers obtained via a computerised questionnaire during 

a clinic assessment and a postal questionnaire 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The score is the percentage of the maximum observed in the data (540 points). Additional data were collected on several potential confounding and auxiliary variables capturing education and related social factors at recruitment and previous waves of data collection 



Case Study: ALSPAC  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Missing data in 
all variables 
required for 
analysis (except 
sex) 
 

Smoking 
age 14 years 

Missingness 
indicator 

(smoking at age 
14 years) 

Potential 
confounders e.g. 

sex,  maternal 
smoking, paternal 

smoking,… etc 

Educational 
attainment 

age 16 years 

Potential auxiliary 
variables e.g. 

smoking status at 
previous waves 



The Framework 

STEP 3: Report the analysis 
a) Describe the missing data 
b) Describe how the missing data were handled 
c) Report the results from all of the analyses and interpret in light of the 

missing data and the clinical relevance 

STEP 2: Conduct the analysis 
a) Explore the data and check assumptions? 
b) Conduct the analysis as per the plan 

STEP 1: Plan the analysis 
a) Assuming no missing data 
b) How are missing data going to be addressed? 
c) How will the analysis be conducted? 



STEP 1a: Plan the analysis if there were no 
missing data 
Pre-specify an analysis plan stating the primary and any secondary 
analyses 
 
ALSPAC: Consistent with the causal graph, fit a linear regression of 
educational attainment score at 16 years on smoking at 14 years, 
adjusting for confounders   

o sex, parity, maternal smoking, paternal smoking, maternal education, 
paternal education, behaviour at 81 months, educational attainment age 11 
years 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Based on the research questionIn ALSPAC, the target quantity is the mean difference in educational attainment in smokers versus non-smokers



Step 1b: How are missing data to be addressed? 
1. Is complete case analysis likely to be biased? 
 Yes, if the chance of missing values is related to outcome 

 
2. Is MI likely to reduce the bias? 
 Yes, if either (a) incomplete data plausibly MAR given variables in model and 

(b) have good auxiliary variables 
 

3. Is MI likely to increase efficiency? 
Yes, if have good auxiliary variables and missing data mostly in the covariates 

 
4. Is sensitivity analysis required? 
Yes, if suspect data are MNAR or there is uncertainty about the missingness 

mechanism 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
These decisions should be informed by their most plausible contextual cause.Run through a series of questions/things to think about in the context of estimation of a exposure-outcome association. Often in observational data there is some knowledge about the data already which can be used to help think about the missing data, and guide the decision making.This is a large part of the paper – discuss how to make these decisions.In the paper, these questions are in a nice flow chart.



No:- in the absence of auxiliary 
variables 

Yes:- if there are auxiliary variable that are associated 
with missingness in one or more variable and have a 
reasonable correlation with the incomplete variable(s), 
or if there are key covariates whose missingness 
depends on outcome  

Yes:- if — conditional on covariates in the analysis 
model — the probability of missingness in any one of 
the variables is expected to depend on the outcome 

Yes:- in the presence of auxiliary 
variables or if  the missing data are 
mostly in the covariates  

No:- in the absence of auxiliary 
variables 

Yes:- if is suspected that missingness in one or 
more variables may be MNAR, or if there is any 
uncertainty about the assumed causal diagram 

How to handle missing data? 

Question 1: 
Is a complete case analysis likely 

to be biased?  

Question 2a: 
Is MI likely to reduce bias?  

Question 2b: 
Is MI likely to increase 

efficiency?  

Question 3: 
Is a sensitivity analysis required? 

Use a complete records 
analysis Use MI 

A sensitivity analysis should be 
conducted 

No:- if the probability of missingness in all of the 
variables is not expected to be dependent on the 
outcome given the other variables in the analysis model 
(including if all the incomplete variables are MCAR) 



ALSPAC: Analysis planning 

Smoking 
age 14 years 

Missingness 
indicator 

(smoking at age 
14 years) 

Potential 
confounders e.g. 

sex,  maternal 
smoking, paternal 

smoking,… etc 

Educational 
attainment 

age 16 years 

Potential auxiliary 
variables e.g. 

smoking status at 
previous waves 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
To make these decisions we go back to the DAGWRT our RQ, main missingness in smoking at 14 years (exposure) ~50% missingKnow that loss to follow-up/missingness is associated with educational attainment (outcome)



ALSPAC: Analysis planning 
1. Is complete case analysis likely to be biased? 
 Yes, if the chance of missing values is related to outcome – this is true here 

 
2. Is MI likely to reduce the bias? 
 Yes, if either (a) incomplete data plausibly MAR given variables in model and 

(b) have good auxiliary variables – both true in this example 
 

3. Is MI likely to increase efficiency? 
Yes, if have good auxiliary variables and missing data mostly in the covariates 

– both true in this example 
 

4. Is sensitivity analysis required? 
Yes, if suspect data are MNAR or there is uncertainty about the missingness 

mechanism – suspect educational attainment may be MNAR 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Missingness in smoking related to educational attainment (outcome)Auxiliary variables = smoking at previous wavesAlso missingness in most of the covariatesEducational attainment also missing dependent on itself, so suspect MNAR



Step 1c: How will the analysis be conducted? 
Also need to plan the details of how the analysis will be conducted 
(including the justification) 
 
• e.g. for MI 

• Method of imputation 
• Variables to be included 
• Form of variables  
• Nature of the relationships between variables  
• Method of imputation 
• Number of imputations 
• Software to be used 

 

• Also details of how sensitivity analyses will be conducted 
• E.g. using pattern mixture approach 
• How the sensitivity parameter will be selected 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Pattern-mixture approach - assume that the value of the variable (or log odds, conditional on the other variables in the imputation model) is different in those observed and unobserved by a value, 𝛿, known as the sensitivity parameterSensitivity parameter - can be elicited from content experts or using a tipping-point analysis, where a range of values are assumed for 𝛿 to determine how large 𝛿 would need to be to change the overall conclusion.



ALSPAC: The planned analyses 

• MI (with auxiliary variables) 
• Complete records (for comparison) 
• Sensitivity analysis - MNAR 

• Pattern-mixture approach 
• Add the fixed log-odds of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 10 (extreme MNAR mechanism) 

within the logistic regression model used to impute smoking status  
• Conducted using the “offset” option within Stata’s mi impute chained 

command 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
after discussion with content experts, with the latter representing an 



Step 2a: Explore the data 

Provide: 
- A table showing the proportion of missing data for all variables individually, 

and for the analysis model 
- A table of the observed characteristics for the complete versus the 

incomplete participants 
- An assessment of the predictors of missing (e.g. using logistic regression) 

 
Use it to judge whether the methods outlined in the analysis plan are 
appropriate 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
…and in particular the missing data



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Simple summary of the variables relevant for this analysis



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Middle column shows the amount of data available for each variable.Next column shows summaries for all participantsLast column shows summaries for those with complete records (~25% of the sample)- Looking at the similarity of the summaries in the last 2 columns e.g. fewer with complete recors have 



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Third table show relationship between each variable and missingness from a logistic regression where the outcome is being a complete case analysis



Step 2b: Conduct the planned analysis 

• Proceed once satisfied the assumptions made in the analysis plan are 
acceptable 

• If the analysis plan needs to be revised, any changes should be 
acknowledged and justified 

• In ALSPAC, data exploration confirmed the assumptions in the analysis 
plan, hence we proceed with the pre-planned MI and sensitivity 
analysis 



Step 3: Report the analysis 

• Describe the extent of missing data and reasons for missing values if 
possible 

• State how the missing data were addressed in the analyses and 
whether this was pre-specified 

• Report the inference from the various analyses  
• Interpret results in light of the missing data and the clinical relevance  
 
[Some of this may be included in the supplementary material] 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
For each analysis, state the assumptions made, and provide enough detail for the analysis to be reproducibleIf the results from all analyses are similar, then the researcher can be reasonably confident that the missing data is having little impact on the inference.If there are contextually substantive differences, suggest an explanation for these, bearing in mind that under MAR MI should correct at least some of the biasesMake it clear which result is likely to be the most accurate based on clinical knowledge. 



ALSPAC: Results 
Method of Analysis Regression 

coefficient (95% CI) 
p % of missing 

smoking values 
imputed as 
“smokers” 

Primary analysis: Multiple imputation -10.8 (-12.2, -9.4) <0.001 13.3 
Complete records analysis -7.9 (-9.1, -6.7)  <0.001 N/A 
Sensitivity Analysis – sensitivity parameter = 0.1 -10.9 (-12.4, -9.4) <0.001 14.2 
Sensitivity Analysis – sensitivity parameter = 0.25 -11.0 (-12.3, -9.6) <0.001 15.5 

Sensitivity Analysis – sensitivity parameter = 0.5 -11.0 (-12.3, -9.6) <0.001 18.1 
Sensitivity Analysis – sensitivity parameter = 1 -10.7 (-11.8, -9.6) <0.001 24.2 
Sensitivity Analysis – sensitivity parameter = 10 -4.3 (-4.7, -3.8) <0.001 99.8 

All analysis suggest a causal relationship between smoking age 14 and educational attainment age 16 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Given the similarity of these results we can be reasonably confident this is the true relationship



Discussion 
• The TARMOS framework gives practical, non-technical guidance with 

the aim of facilitating 
• Planning: informed discussion of the key issues among the research team, 

whether complete records is likely to be biased and the extent that MI may 
help 

• Conduct: choice of an appropriate imputation strategy, including use of 
auxiliary variables 

• Reporting: accurate reporting, including (i) the pattern and extent of missing 
data; (ii) comparison of complete records and MI analysis, and (iii) results of 
sensitivity analysis 

• The framework adopts MI as the most general, practical method for 
the majority of researchers; however the principles apply whatever 
statistical method is used to handle the missing data.  

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Strong emphasis on pre-specifying the analysis, including how missing data will be handled subject to a priori assumptions regarding the missingnessNeed to assess the validity of the pre-planned methods once the data are available. Need to report the details of the analysis methodology to enable reproducibility, ideally including the statistical codeInterpret the results based on the clinical relevance and suspected missingness mechanism. Also focusses on the simple scenario of estimating an exposure-outcome relationship adjusted for confounders - the same principles apply for more complex analyses



STRATOS TG1: future plans 

• Forthcoming manuscripts on 
 
Level 1:  comparison of complete cases, weighting and multiple imputation 

with a social science application 
 
Level 2: Illustrated comparison of direct likelihood, EM algorithm, MI, IPW 

and AIPW (doubly robust) approaches 
 
Level 2/3: guidance for handling missing data in longitudinal causal models 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This paper presented here is very much aimed at level 1 researchersQuite a few of our group are involved with causal methods, so another paper we are considering is around guidance for missing data in longitudinal causal models
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